Object Story Title Sheet

Your Name:______________________________

Your Object: ______________________________________________

Your Object Story Title, or Six-Word Story:

Tag your story. These are the 2 words you would use to search, or “google,” your story. You can come up with your own or pick 2 from the list.

1. __________________________ 2____________________________

Suggestions:

friendship  hope
tricky  joyful
comic  fear
love  trust
underdog  courage
strange  spirituality
tavel  fame
messy  growth
dramatic  hate
cauteritory  love
lighthearted  grace
mysterious  loss
kooky  fear
tragic  memory
comic  time
reality  blessings
adventure  happiness
morality  remorse
remembrance  home
wonder  identity
longing  understanding
truthful  scary
true  witty
silly  sad
nice  angry
passionate  frightening
happy  marvelous
thoughtful